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Introduction: who are we and what do
we do
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With you today

Martijn Mouwen
Tel: +31 (0) 88 792 6623
Mob: +31 (0) 630 366 346
@: martijn.mouwen@nl.pwc.com

September
2010

13 years
Corporate lending
•Structured Finance
•Project Finance
•Corporate clients
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Debt Advisory
•Over 50 engagements
completed
•Various engagements
in execution
•With a dedicated team
of 7 debt advisors
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2 Recent engagements

We offer independent advice in different financing situations across a broad
range of sectors: both lender and solution / product agnostic
Focus areas
Debt Advisory

Financing
/ finance
raises

Refinancing

Option
analysis

‘Stressed’
financing
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In verband met de vertrouwelijkheid zijn de logo’s
van onze opdrachtgevers verwijderd
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2 Recent engagements

Timing and a thorough preparation are key elements to successfully close a
(re-)financing

1
Develop
Lending Case

• Analyses of projected
cash flows
• Development of flexible
financial model
Analysis
• Assessment of alternative
financing instruments
• Develop blueprint
optimal capital and
financing structure
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2
RfP, IM &
Indicative
Term Sheets

Committed
Term Sheets

4
Documentation & Closing

5
Post deal
Monitoring

• Develop an Information
Memorandum
• Send
Request for /
Marketing
Proposal (RfP)
Go to
• Long list of lenders
market
• Compare
indicative
term sheets
• short list of lenders

• Compare and analyze
‘committed term
sheets‘
Negotiations /
• Negotiations with
competitive
‘committed
lenders’
tension
• Determine the final
group of lenders

• Negotiations with
final lenders
• Distribution
of
Final
cross-sell products
negotiations
&
and services
•deal
Closingsettlement
of the
transaction

• Streamline the
information flow
• Covenant monitoring
• Support the company
Aftercare
in potential future
financing needs,
waiver

• Financial model

• Teaser

• Rating assessment

• IM

• Committed term sheet
comparison

• Option analysis

• Request for Proposal

• Signed committed term • Adjusted financial
sheets
model including
covenant setting
• Signed set of Finance

• Decision paper

• Indicative term sheet
comparison

Key deliverables

Documents

Execution time approximately 3-9 months
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2 Recent engagements

Our added value…

PwC Debt Advisory added value

We know what kind of
information financiers
need

We educate companies on
how to ensure a successful
(re-)financing process

We are able to translate
the company’s strategy /
business plan into a
bankable business case

We guarantee the
company gets the lender
focus it deserves

We act as an independent
advisor: we are lender
and product agnostic

We assess financing
alternatives and develop in
close corporation with the
company the most suitable
financing structure

We ensure a competitive
playing field by creating
competitive tension

We reduce the work load
of companies and get the
deal done

PwC Debt Advisory enables companies to run an efficient, smooth and successful (re-)financing process
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Family business financing market: a
changing scenery
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Family business survey 2014: family businesses are vital to the Dutch economy
with availability of financing as their number one concern

Family businesses contribution
to the economy:
69%

Of all Dutch companies are
private companies

53%

Of GDP contribution

49%

Of employment
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Key issue: availability of financing
28%

12%

Dutch businesses face difficulties in attracting external
financing. This is reflected in the finding that it is a
significantly more important issue in the Netherlands
(28%) than in the global sample (12%)

Dutch SMEs are faced with levels of credit
rejections comparable to those in Greece, even
though the average financial outlook is unlikely
to be similar
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Key observations from our daily practice: family businesses experience specific
challenges to successfully access liquidity for several reasons…

Family businesses and banks don’t always speak the same language
(banks mainly focus on downside risk and cash flows
instead of opportunities, upside potential and profits)

Family business are regularly reluctant to share information
Family businesses are generally hesitant to share detailed operational
and financial information with (potential) lenders as a result of a
protective mind-set

Lack of preparation
Due to a lack of qualitative and quantitative preparation, family
businesses experience difficulties in running a smooth (re-)financing
process
PwC Debt Advisory
PwC
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…In addition the corporate debt market is gradually converging towards the
American model where capital markets and institutional players play a more
significant role compared to the Eurozone

Eurozone; sources of debt

Bank debt

United States; sources of debt

Non-bank debt

Bank debt

Non-bank debt

End
the corporate
debt
the US was
New 2008,
regulation
has caused
thein
Eurozone
to converge
largely
formed
by
bonds
whereas
in
the
Eurozone
toward the US system, as more corporate debt consisted
corporate
debt
mainly
consisted
of bank
loans
of
financing
from
the public
capital
markets
and
institutional investors by the end of Q1 2014
Source: European Investment Fund
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4 Debt financing in the news

A clear trend towards alternative sources of funding has emerged in the
Netherlands as well

Source: FD
PwC Debt Advisory
PwC
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5 Debt financing in the news

Slowly, but steadily, resulting in a wider range of funding becoming available
for family businesses as well
US Private Placement

Securitisation

Family offices

High yield bonds

Mittelstand bonds

Crowd funding

Convertible notes

Leasing

MKB obligatie

Mezzanine

Retail bonds

Unitranche

Cumprefs

Perpetual bonds

Hybrids

Schuldscheine

Factoring

EU Private Placement

Supplier finance

Informal investors

Medium Term Notes

Government Facilities

Credit Unions

PwC Debt Advisory
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5 Debt financing in the news

…with new alternatives popping up on a weekly basis

B
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N
E
S
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N
G
E
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NL Ondernemingsfonds

Nederlandse Investerings-instelling
… there is no holy grail, the key question is: what suits your company’s (re-)financing requirements?
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5 Debt financing in the news

Slowly, but steadily, resulting in a wider range of funding becoming available
for family businesses as well

“Onbekend maakt
onbemind”

US Private Placement

Securitisation

Family offices

High yield bonds

Mittelstand bonds

Crowd funding

Convertible notes

Leasing

MKB obligatie

Mezzanine

Retail bonds

Unitranche

Cumprefs

Perpetual bonds

Hybrids

Schuldscheine

Factoring

EU Private Placement

Supplier finance

Informal investors

Medium Term Notes

Government Facilities

Credit Unions

… there is no holy grail, the key question is: what suits your
company’s (re-)financing requirements?

However, we often see in our day-to-day practice that family businesses are not aware of:
• The number of financing options they have at their disposal and;
• What they exactly entail and could offer to their family business
PwC Debt Advisory
PwC
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5 Debt financing in the news

Alternative sources of financing in practice: ‘onbekend maakt onbemind’…

“Factoring is an indication that a
company is close to bankruptcy…”

“Leasing is too expensive…”

“My company is too small to issue
a high yield bond…”

“I have a good relationship with
my bank, I don’t need to worry
about funding…”

“I’ll need an external rating to do a
US Private Placement…”

“My company does not fit into the
rating agencies’ spreadsheets…”

…what do you think about these alternative sources of financing?

PwC Debt Advisory
PwC
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Key topics in relation to debt
(re-)financing

PwC Debt Advisory
PwC
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General observations on alternative sources of financing relevant for CFOs and
Treasurers

Size and /or creditworthiness of a
company largely determines which
alternatives are viable

Existing alternatives are subject to
continuous development and new
alternatives pop up. This requires
continuous monitoring of developments
in the financing markets

In general we observe a trend that
more alternatives become available /
are at the disposal of a larger group
of corporates

Increasingly corporates combine
various sources and types of debt
financing

PwC Debt Advisory
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Especially regarding flexible shortterm financing vs. long-term (bullet)
financing

To be able to take advantage of particularly
attractive pockets of liquidity requires a
different approach to the topic of debt
financing: more preparation and running
parallel financing scenarios

Liquidity is increasingly fragmented
and volatile: pockets of liquidity can
open and close at a rapid pace

In addition, corporates increasingly
perform a financing option analysis
prior to a refinancing
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There is more than enough liquidity at attractive terms and conditions
available in the currently liquid debt markets, however, not necessarily at the
traditional (i.e. bank) places
The Debt Advisory “10”: Key topics in relation to debt (re-)financing

1

Be prepared, start early and
refinance in time

2

Perform a funding option analysis

3

Prepare and run parallel
processes

4

Combine different sources of
funding and maturities

5

Maintain banking relations

6

Know your business risks &
mitigants

7

Know your banks

8

Know your liquidity position

9

Fully up-to-date information and
financial forecasts

Diversifying the credit side of your balance sheet will help you realising your strategy on
the asset side of your balance sheet
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With continued lending appetite across the risk and product spectrum, as CFO / treasurer
take advantage of current abundance of liquidity and attractive terms and conditions
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Q&A
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